
Week 9 

Moderation vs. mediation 

- In moderation, the IV is not causing the moderator whereas in mediation the IV does 

cause the mediator because we expect them to be correlated 

- In moderation, the moderator changes the relationship between the IV and the DV, but in 

mediation the mediator doesn’t do this  

- In mediation, the mediator explains part or all of the relationship of the IV to the DV  

Mediation 

- A third variable, or mediator, may explain or account for the relationship between an IV 

and a DV 

Ex: more therapy- lower depression because therapy – change negative thoughts – lower 

depression 

- Thus, the original predictor has an indirect relationship with the criterion 

Ex: more therapy – lower depression (therapy has a direct effect on depression); more therapy 

– change negative thoughts – lower depression (therapy indirectly influence depression by 

changing the negative thoughts) 

- In mediation, we could not only test the indirect relationships between the IV and DV 

but also the direct relationships between each pair of the three variables.  

- Sometimes there could be more than one mediator and we can test whether one mediator 

has a stronger effect than the other or they are similar  

Ex: therapy – change negative thoughts/social support – lower depression 

Four step sequence of testing mediation 

A. IV is related to/causes mediator 

- We usually test correlation but infer causality based on theory (but if the theory is 

wrong, then of course our inference is also wrong) 

Ex: results showed that therapy was associated with change in negative thoughts. Based on 

theory, we assume that therapy CHANGED negative thoughts. 

- To show this, we regress mediator on IV (predicting mediator using IV) using a SMR 

analysis (mediator becomes the DV). 

- We report the significant R2 (variance accounted for in the mediator by the IV) and 

coefficient. 

- Sometimes people show step A just with a correlation. SMR is only really needed if 

there are control variables or more than one IV 

B. IV is related to DV 

- Similar to step A, we test correlation but infer causation based on theory 

- To show this, we use a HMR analysis by entering IV in block one to predict DV 

- We report the significant R2 and coefficient 

- Some people have argued that path B isn’t necessary for an indirect effect to be present 

(because what if the mediators have opposite influence on the relationship between the IV 

and DV? In this case, we might not be able to detect the indirect relationship between IV 

and DV because the opposite mediators cancel this relationship out) 

- This is now recognized as true by many, especially if there is a suppression model (two 

processes that work in opposite direction) 

 



 



 

 


